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ABSTRACT 
 

The tourism industry in any location is highly dependent on previous visitors opinions and their perceptions. 

However, due to the large amount of available opinion text, tourists are often overwhelmed with information. As a 

consequence, tourists find it extremely difficult to obtain useful opinions to make a decision about destinations. 

Opinion mining is a type of natural language processing for tracking the mood of the public about a particular 

tourist place. Opinion mining involves building a system to collect and categorize opinions about a tourist place. 

The existing systems does not provides a semantic analysis for user’s  tweets. Thus we can improve a scoring system 

by applying conjunctions rules, that may be helpful to analyze the  information in the form of the number of tweets 

where opinions are highly unstructured. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This  paper  is a basically useful for tourism domain, Tourists want to know the good and bad aspects before going 

to tourist place of a city or country. Normally tourist asked their friends and relative for information or they search 

online for that particular places. Tourists often need advice about where to go, when to go, and how to go.  

      Generally, the tourist is helped by a travel agent, a person with knowledge and capabilities to provide such 

advice. However, recommendations from these agents may be restricted due to human factors, such as lack of 

memory, limited knowledge about the world, countries, or cities. Now-a-days tourists search for previous visitor's 

opinions before they plan to visit any tourist place and the main source to look for such information is social 

networking web sites like Twitter.  

      Thus in this paper we try to provides positive, negative and neutral semantic analysis of tweets. There are three 

types of opinion mining (a) trends based opinion mining, (b) aspect based opinion mining, and (c), sentence based 

opinion mining, among these three opinion mining our paper is focused on sentence based opinion mining. From 

marketing perspective, Twitter Sentiment Analysis serves as a great tool for customer feedback on certain recently 

released products.  

       An automated scheme for the same will enable classifying the impact as positive or negative of a product or 

service by crawling through millions of tweets made about that product. For instance, if a cellphone company 

releases a new feature in its upcoming handsets, then by analyzing the consumers’ tweets through this tool, the 

company can determine if the feature is well received or not. 
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      In addition to classifying the tweets as just positive, negative or neutral, we also rank the tweets on degrees of 

positivity or negativity. Hence a scoring scale is introduced. This is essential as often the sentiment cannot be 

classified in a dichotomous manner. Intensity is important information and should be incorporated while judging the 

sentiment. In future we plan to categorize the tweets into domains and work on sentimental analysis having models 

specified for each domain which would give a better output. 

 

Sentiment scoring is a primitive model of assigning the degree to which the sentiment is expressed through the 

tweet. Following figure shows a whole flow chart : 

 

Fig -1: Flowchart of base process 

 

 

2. RELATED WORK  
 

[1] Sentence Based Sentiment Classification from Online Customer Reviews. 

       Sentiment analysis is the process of analyzing and classifying the rewires contents about a product, event, and 

place etc into positive, negative or neutral opinion. In this paper; they propose a sentence level machine learning 

approach for sentiment classification of online reviews. 

 

[2] Extraction of  features for sentiment analysis using heterogenic domain. 

       In this paper, Author proposed that User can express their  views through three different ways that is “A+” 

means positive, “A-” means negative and “A”  means neutral , by finding this rating we are using User-Related 

Filtering (URF) Algorithm. For every extracted candidate feature, we have a tendency to estimate its proper 

sentiment. 

       In this paper, we found that aspect based analysis can be useful but not up to the mark for sentence based 

analysis which we are trying to obtain.  The paper is not showing a semantic analysis also for getting better results.  

[3] A Novel Framework for Aspect-based Opinion Classification for Tourist Places. 

       In this paper, Author has proposed one novel framework that extracts information about tourism from the 

twitter, analyzes the extracted information in various perspectives, and visualizes the output of the analysis. 
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       Sentiment scoring is a primitive model of assigning the degree to which the sentiment is expressed through the 

tweet. It was designed to add 1 to the score variable whenever the compiler encountered with a positive word and 

subtract 1 from the variable whenever encountered with a negative word. 

[4] Natural Language Processing for Sentiment Analysis. 

       In this paper, Author proposed that detects the sentiment that refers to the specific subject using Natural 

Language Processing techniques. To classify sentiment, their experiment consists of three main steps, which are 

subjectivity classification, semantic association, and polarity classification. 

[5] Twitter Sentiment Analysis A more enhanced way of classification and scoring. 

       In this paper , Author has presented a novel approach to Twitter Sentiment Analysis to analyze the tweets for 

classifying its sentiment (positive, negative and neutral). After initial preprocessing, the machine learning algorithms 

are applied. They also propose an avant-garde sentiment scoring mechanism to estimate the degree of the sentiment. 

Score = 0 , Sentiment is NEUTRAL. If (score > 0) assign score = +1, Sentiment is POSITIVE.  If (score < 0) assign 

score = -1, Sentiment is NEGATIVE. 

 

3. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Sr.n

o 

Title Methodo-logy Advantages Limitations 

1. Sentence Based Sentiment 

Classification from Online 

Customer Reviews 

SVM 

Classifi-cation 

Sentence Based 

Sentiment Classifi-

cation 

Could be better if uses 

Conjunctions in 

semantic analysis 

2. Extraction of  features for 

sentiment analysis using 

heterogenic domain. 

Hetero-genic 

domain 

Useful numerical 

equation 

Not suitable for micro-

blogging sites  

3. A Novel Framework for 

Aspect-based Opinion 

Classification for Tourist 

Places. 

Novel 

Framework 

Useful for aspect 

based sentiment 

analysis 

Does not give semantic 

analysis 

4. Natural Language Processing 

for Sentiment Analysis  

An Exploratory Analysis on 

Tweets 

NLP Classifi-cation by 

NLP 

Conjunctions rules were 

missing 

5. Twitter Sentiment Analysis  

A more enhanced way of 

classification and scoring 

Naive bayes 

Classifi-cation 

Good for lexicon 

based sentiment 

analysis 

Does not cover 

compound sentences 
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4. PROBLEM  STATEMENT  

 

The existing system of now a days are still using lexicon based analysis, which containing some of the positive 

lexicons & negative lexicons which contains some +ve or –ve score. Thus the existing system does not give us a 

proper semantic analysis of the sentences which are containing CONJUNCTIONS. 

5. PROPOSED MODEL  

 
 

Figure 2. Flowchart of Proposed Model. 

6. ANALYSIS 

 

[a] Dataset Identification  

Search Terms Tweets Extracted Tweets after Filtering 

CANADA 2000 1556 

TORONTO 2000 1751 

MONTREAL 2000 731 
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[b] Results of Base Model 

Search Terms Positive Tweets Negative Tweets Neutral Tweets 

CANADA 360 239 957 

TORONTO 533 294 924 

MONTREAL 124 53 554 

 

 [c] Results of Proposed Model 

Search Terms Positive Tweets Negative Tweets Neutral Tweets 

CANADA 349 234 973 

TORONTO 531 290 930 

MONTREAL 123 53 555 

 

 [d] Analysis 
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7. CONCLUSIONS  
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The work with the computational processing of semantic analysis over the past few months has led me to the 

following conclusion: At the present stage if we use this proposed system by using a Novel approach of 

Conjunctions Rule instead of existing system, then it has been improved worthwhile semantic analysis of sentiments 

to structurization online reviews. 
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